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Abstract: We report on the fast (~50 µs) remote-controlled switching 
between continuous-wave (cw), cw mode-locked (ML) and Q-switched ML 
modes of operation of a Nd:YVO4 laser using an optically-pumped saturable 
absorber (SA). Pulses as short as 40 ps with an average output power of 0.5 
W are obtained in cw ML regime. 
© 2009 Optical Society of America 
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1. Introduction  
In the last fifteen years, ultrafast mode-locked lasers have emerged as powerful scientific tools 
for laboratory-based applications such as: high-resolution metrology; material micro-
machining; nonlinear spectroscopy and imaging of biological tissues, chemical species, 
semiconductor materials and devices [1-2]. In almost all of these uses, the source is operated 
continuously in a pulsed regime with fixed pulse characteristics. However, many applications, 
including photo-poration of trapped cells [3], optical tweezing [4] or chemical analysis, would 
benefit from a more versatile, user-friendly laser. Ideally, such a source would be able to be 
controllably switched between its continuous-wave (cw and cw mode-locked (ML)) regimes 
on short time scales, and also have its pulse parameters varied arbitrarily. For example, in 
photo-poration of cells, a cw beam is used for trapping and manipulation and the ultrashort 
pulse mode is used to puncture the cells [3]. Further, optical tweezing of particles could be 
supplemented with controllable two-photon luminescence by rapid switching to an ultrashort 
pulse probe [4], allowing a new imaging modality of the trapped cells. Recently, a dual-mode 
Ti:sapphire laser has been employed for manipulation (in the cw regime) and dissection (in 
the ultrashort pulse regime) of living yeast cells [5]. Therefore, it is clear that benefits can be 
derived from laser mode of operation switching in novel imaging and manipulation schemes. 
Such operational regime changes have been demonstrated in actively ML lasers [6, 7], 
however, electronic modulators complicate the system and increase the cost and size - it is 
less clear how to implement this modality in passively modelocked lasers. Mechanical 
methods [5, 8, 9] have been exploited in passively ML lasers, but the resulting switching time 
is generally rather long (ms to s) and stringent laser alignment is required. In an attempt to 
overcome these drawbacks, Rafailov et al. [10] introduced a voltage-controlled resonant 
semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM) inside a Ti:sapphire laser and obtained 
switching between the cw and cw ML regimes. In the ML regime, the sign and magnitude of 
the applied bias controlled the pulse width (1.3 ns – 330 ps) and emission wavelength (940-
960 nm), however, the mechanisms responsible for these dependencies were not explicitly 
examined. 
In the present paper, we demonstrate the use of an optically-pumped saturable absorber 
(SA) inside a Nd:YVO4 laser as a viable alternative method to remotely control the laser mode 
of operation. Switching with a fast (50µs) transient time between the cw, cw ML and Q-
switched (QS) ML states is also obtained. 
2. Experimental results 
The laser cavity design shown in Fig. 1 was configured to enable stable high-power cw 
operation and to conveniently test different saturable absorber devices. The pump source was 
a 20-W fiber-coupled diode-laser array (DLA) operating at 808 nm. The gain medium was an 
8 mm long Nd:YVO4 crystal having 0.4% Nd concentration, and anti-reflection coated 
surfaces at ~1064 nm. The reflectivity of the output coupler was kept constant throughout the 
experiment at a value of 90%. The focusing mirror, M4, had a ROC of 75 mm and provided a 
mode diameter on the SA of 65 µm. An additional 808 nm External Diode Laser (EDL) 
delivering an incident power of up to 1.7 W onto the SA in a 150 µm-diameter spot was used 
to control the mode of operation of the laser. The larger spot size of the EDL was used as it 
simplified the alignment to the intracavity laser spot on the SA – closer matching would, of 
course, reduce the required EDL power. 
The SA, originally designed as the active region of a semiconductor disk laser [11], 
consisted of a 5λ GaAs-based cavity containing 10 strain-compensated 
In0.28Ga0.72As/GaAs0.9P0.1 quantum-wells (QWs) (one per antinode) grown on top of a 35.5-
pair AlAs/Al0.2Ga0.8As Distributed Bragg Reflector – the SA structure was capped by a 3λ/2 
Al0.3Ga0.7As confinement window and a 10nm GaAs layer to prevent surface oxidation. At the 
chosen pump wavelength, carriers are generated throughout the GaAs cavity of the SA – a 
configuration typically referred to as barrier-pumping. 
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The laser was initially configured using an HR mirror instead of the SA. CW laser action 
with an incident pump threshold of 2.5 W, a slope efficiency of 17% and a pump-power 
limited, output power of 3.2 W was recorded. 
Substituting the HR mirror with the SA, cw laser operation was achieved by cooling the 
SA mount to -10ºC with a thermo-electric cooler. In order to prevent water condensation on 
the SA, dry nitrogen gas was flowed over the sample. In this configuration, the output power 
was recorded as 0.5 W for 11 W of pump power. Increasing the pump power above 11 W with 
no external pump power applied to the SA led to Q-switching instabilities and optical damage 
of the absorber. 
 
Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. 
At a pump power of 6W, ML operation (at 93 MHz) of the laser was successfully obtained 
for 0.74 W EDL pumping of the SA (see Fig. 2) - increasing the EDL power to 0.89 W 
provoked QS-ML operation. The EDL power necessary to promote a given operational state 
was dependent on the laser pump power – this dependence was mapped and is presented as 
Fig. 3(a). As the laser pump power increases, the EDL power required to promote ML (and 
QS-ML) operation decreases, furthermore, the region of cw ML is enlarged. We also note that 
the SA suffered permanent damage at the highest laser pumping levels just above the onset of 
QS-ML (open symbol in Fig. 3(b)). Optimisation of the pumping powers (10 W DLA and 
0.3 W EDL) led to a cw ML emission with a maximum output power of 0.5 W - the slope 
efficiency was 6.5%, the reduction over the original laser being reflective of the non-saturable 
losses introduced by the SA device. The output pulse duration, measured by intensity 
autocorrelation, was 40 ps, and the spectral width was 0.04 nm centred at 1064.4 nm – the 
duration-bandwidth product was therefore ~0.37, i.e. close to the Fourier-transform limit. No 
significant dependence of these pulse parameters with the EDL power was observed. 
 
Fig. 2. Typical Nd:YVO4 laser output traces under different external pump powers applied to 
the SA (0 W – black line, 0.74 W – red line, 0.89 W – blue line) and fixed pump power of the 
laser crystal (6 W). Inset: left – intensity autocorrelation trace of the cw ML pulse, right – 
corresponding optical spectrum. 
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 Fig. 3. (a) Map of laser oscillation state dependence on DLA and EDL power. The shaded 
region corresponds to the cw ML regime. (b) Nd:YVO4 laser output power as a function of 
DLA power at constant EDL power = 0.3 W. Open symbol corresponds to optical damage of 
the SA. (The power transfer characteristic of the Nd:YVO4 laser with the SA replaced by an 
HR mirror is shown for comparison.) 
The typical behaviour of the Nd:YVO4 laser when the SA was pulsed pumped to induce 
switching between cw and cw ML regimes is shown in Fig. 4. From this measurement a 
typical transition time of ~50-70 µs for switching between the different modes of operation of 
the laser was deduced. Here, the switching time is defined as the time between the turn-on of 
the EDL and the time at which the cw background is eliminated from the output signal. As 
this type of semiconductor device is characterised by a very fast heating rate (e.g. ~0.35K/ns 
for a GaSb-based device [12]), we believe the build-up time measured here is largely related 
to the number of round trips required to establish the stable cw ML state – generally, for solid 
state lasers, this is taken as >1500 round trips [13] i.e. ~ 15-20 µs in our case. Residual pulse 
energy variations in cw ML laser output after 70 µs were noted, possibly due to power 
variations in the EDL or temperature and gain adjustements in the Nd:YVO4 crystal. 
 
Fig. 4. Typical temporal response of rapid state-switching of the Nd:YVO4 laser (blue). The 
applied EDL control pulse is also shown (red). 
When the external pump is turned off, the cavity loss decreases rapidly. The laser then 
tends towards a new equilibrium state by way of relaxation-oscillation-induced spiking 
(observed just after external output terminates – see Fig. 4). It is apparent that the first “spike” 
contains picosecond pulses; however, subsequent features modulate the cw state as seen in the 
Fig. 4. 
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At a pump power of 8 W, with no external power applied, stable cw, cw ML and QS ML 
operation of the laser occurred when the SA mount temperature was set to -10, +1 and +12°C 
respectively. Thermo-electric-cooler induced switching was therefore possible; however, the 
switching transition time was on the order of 1 to 3s - i.e. over 5 orders of magnitude longer 
than the fast optically-induced state switching. 
3. Discussion 
In this section, we discuss the mechanisms involved in the control of the laser, the prospects 
for improving the laser performance and the design of a user-friendly versatile SA device. As 
the typical gain bandwidth of Nd:YVO4 is ~1 nm, the discussion will assume that the laser 
wavelength is fixed at 1064.4 nm. 
Optical pumping of the SA leads to (i) a reduction of the QW transition energy (due to 
heating) (ii) a faster recovery time due to increased non-radiative recombination at high 
temperatures and (iii) a broadening and a reduction in the strength of the QW excitonic 
absorption (due to band-filling and heating). Of these three effects, the first one is believed to 
play the most significant role in the configuration described here. This is indeed consistent 
with the observation that cw operation was only observed when the SA mount was cooled 
sufficiently to shift the QW absorption away from the laser wavelength. The initial absorption 
spectrum of the SA in this situation is shown in Fig. 5 with the blue solid line. As the pumping 
of the SA is increased, its internal temperature rises, and, accordingly, the saturation fluence 
(at 1064.4nm) decreases (as indicated in Fig. 5). This in turn results in the laser mode of 
operation moving successively from cw to cw ML. This is further verified by changing the 
temperature of the unpumped SA using only the TEC controlled mount – for DLA power of 8 
W. The SA absorption spectrum under pumped (or unpumped, but TEC heated to +1°C) 
conditions, corresponding to cw ML regime of the laser, is presented in Fig. 5 as the green 
dashed line. Finally, as the EDL pumping (or TEC temperature) is increased further (TEC 
temperature of +12°C), the QS-ML regime is observed (relating to the red dotted line in Fig. 
5). As this SA device is a resonant micro-cavity [11] the shift in absorption with temperature 
is modified and increases at a rate of 0.1 nm/°C.  
 
Fig. 5. Absorption spectra of the saturable absorber recorded at T = -10, 1, 12 oC respectively. 
At the laser wavelength, the absorption varies significantly with device temperature. This 
temperature dependence of the absorption coefficient relates directly to an inverse dependence 
in the saturation fluence of the device [16] – this dependence can then be exploited to vary the 
oscillation mode of the laser. From experimental data (dotted lines), the three cases shown here 
relate to the cw, cw ML, and QML laser oscillation states respectively. 
A finite element thermal analysis of the SA [14] has been performed in order to evaluate 
the average temperature changes induced by EDL pumping, and to compare these figures with 
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those experimentally obtained by heating the device with the TEC. A full description of finite 
element analysis (FEA) of these devices is given in [12] In order to calculate the average 
temperature of the device, integration over the laser mode profile (with the waist of 32.5 µm) 
on the SA has been performed. Modelling was carried out with the following experimental 
parameters: waist radius of the EDL emission on the SA – 75 µm; EDL pump power required 
for the laser switching to cw ML regime – 0.38 W; EDL pump power required for laser 
switching to QML regime – 0.6 W. These figures related to a DLA pump power of 8 W, see 
fig. 3 (a). The results of the FEA modelling reveal a change in the average SA temperature of 
10 K between 0.38 and 0.6 W EDL pumping. This relates directly to the experimentally 
measured TEC temperature change (of 11 K) to induce the same state change. 
Our phenomenological model is consistent with the experimental observations made in 
[15]. In particular, as the temperature of the SA is increased, the intracavity power required to 
switch from QS-ML to cw ML increases. Therefore, for a constant intracavity power, the laser 
output is switched from cw ML to QS-ML as the saturable absorber is heated. This 
phenomenon was attributed to the wavelength shift of the SA absorption spectrum with 
heating and the consequent increase in Fsat.∆R, (where Fsat is the saturation fluence and ∆R is 
the modulation depth). Furthermore, such switching of oscillation regimes is expected 
according to the theoretical analysis described in [16]. The critical intracavity pulse energy 
required for cw-modelocking is proportional to the square root of Fsat.∆R of the SA. 
Therefore, one would expect that, with all other conditions fixed, the laser will tend towards 
operation in QS ML regime as the absorption coefficient of the SA is increased, as observed 
here. 
The reduction in the slope efficiency of the laser when the SA is introduced is attributed to 
the non-saturable absorption losses of the current device. From an analysis of the change in 
threshold power, it was deduced that the SA introduces and additional 2.4% of loss to the 
cavity. At present, it is not clear why this background loss is so high – comparison with 
similar devices having one or two InGaAs quantum wells [15] would suggest this loss should 
be considerably lower. We confirmed that this loss is not the sum of saturable and non-
saturable losses of the SA, but only the passive non-saturable loss by tuning the absorption 
spectrum sufficiently to short wavelengths such that the saturable component is minimal. 
Further spectroscopic investigation and quantum well number optimisation is therefore 
necessary to fully understand the nature of these non-saturable losses, and so, optimise the 
power performance in this switchable state system. Room temperature operation will also be 
possible through compositional tuning of the quantum well absorption; however, the use of a 
TEC controlled mount is very convenient and flexible. 
4. Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a technique featuring an intra-cavity, optically-pumped 
SA to provide a flexible approach to rapid operational-mode control in passively modelocked 
lasers. Laser oscillation in continuous-wave, cw mode-locked and Q-switched mode-locked 
regimes could be accessed by varying the pump power on the SA. Furthermore, fast switching 
between each oscillation state was demonstrated with a switching time of ~50 µs – i.e. >5 
orders of magnitude faster than obtained by changing the SA mount temperature. The basis of 
this control technique has been attributed to local heating within the SA and the subsequent 
shift in the quantum well absorption. Further optically-pumped SA development will focus on 
optimising the efficiency and extending the technique to femtosecond lasers. 
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